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Goal of talk: Understand a
cohort vs a case-control study

Types of observational study designs
• Descriptive studies
– Correlational
• Compare disease frequencies between different groups
during a given time period or over time
• Look at data from 2016
• Compare deaths from liver disease in each country in South
America and success in the Copa America
• Hypothetical conclusion: Higher rates of deaths from liver
disease in Argentina were correlated with losing to Chile in
the Copa America
• Ecological fallacy: Higher death rates may be due to higher
burden of hepatitis C

– Cross-sectional
• Individual exposure and outcome collected at same time
• Collect data from individuals at same time
• Cannot determine if exposure is related to outcome

Observational analytic study designs
• Cohort study
– Individuals with an exposure to a suspected agent
(i.e., therapy, surgery, disease) are compared to
similar individuals without, looking for outcomes
• Exposed versus unexposed

• Case-control study
– Individuals with an outcome (cases) compared to
similar individuals without (controls), looking for
exposures
• Diseased versus non-diseased

Cohort studies:
Prospective or Retrospective?
• Prospective
– Outcome occurs after investigation is initiated
– Enroll all OLT recipients at time of transplant
• Exposure is pre-transplant diabetes
• Follow-up for outcome of MI

• Retrospective
– Outcome occurs before investigation is initiated
– Compare risk of MI in diabetics vs nondiabetics transplanted between 2005-2010

Why cohort studies preferable to
case-control
• Can evaluate rare exposures
– Toxin exposure in workers at a specific factory

• Design phase
– Don’t need to match cases and controls

• Can estimate incidence rather than odds
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Cohort studies
• Purpose
– To test hypotheses regarding outcome causation
• Patients with NASH have a higher risk of post-transplant
cardiac events
• Cannot prove cause and effect; only associations

• Cohort
– Individuals defined by exposure prior to
appearance of the disease under study
• Disease (NASH vs non-NASH)
• Treatment (terlipressin vs MAO)

– Observed over time to determine and compare the
occurrence and frequency of disease among them

Cohort design overview
Cross-sectional study or screening to
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Prospective cohort studies
• Cohort is selected from active pool of participants
– Factory workers
– Transplant recipients from time of transplant

• Cohort is followed over time to some endpoint
– Development of outcome
– Loss to follow-up
– Death

• Members of cohort are compared with each other
for outcome frequency
• Transplant recipients with NASH (exposed) vs
alcohol (unexposed)

Characteristics of prospective
cohort studies
• Strengths
– Can establish that exposure occurred prior to outcome
(temporality important in establishing causation)
– Investigator can make accurate measurements

• Weaknesses
– Expensive and inefficient in rare outcomes
– Causal inference challenging

Retrospective cohort studies
• Cohort constructed from existing records
• Measurements, follow-up, and outcomes
occurred in past
• Identify subjects based on exposure of
interest
• UNOS database of all transplant recipients
between 2010-2012
– Compare NASH vs non-NASH for death

Characteristics of retrospective
cohort studies
• Strengths
– Shared with prospective cohort studies, but less
time-consuming
– May be more efficient that prospective
– Can use existing data
• Efficiency
• Cost

• Weaknesses
– Lack of control in sampling, availability of data,
and potentially incomplete follow-up
• Missing data
• Inappropriate data measures

Statistical approaches to cohort
studies
• Risk
– (N who develop outcome) / (N at risk)

• Odds
– (N who develop outcome) / (N who do not develop outcome)

• Rate
– (N who develop outcome) / (Person-time at risk)

• Prospective cohort study of 1,000 people followed for 2
years for development gastric cancer→16 new cases
– Risk: 16/1,000=0.016
– Odds: 16/984=0.0163
• Odds ≈ risk for rare outcome

– Rate: 16/1,992=0.008 cases/person-year

Example of retrospective cohort
study and potential limitations
Goldberg DS, et al. Hepatology 2014: 60(5): 1717-1726

• Retrospective cohort study of all US adult OLT recipients
between 2002-2012
• Source of data
– OPTN/UNOS data

•
•
•
•
•

Cohort: All adult transplant recipients
Exposed: Living donor transplant recipients
Unexposed: Deceased donor transplant recipients
Outcomes: Death and graft failure
Conclusions: LDLT recipients have lower risk of death or
graft failure

Limitations of this type of
retrospective cohort study
• Use multivariable models to account for confounders
– I.e., are LDLT recipients
sick”
Lower“less
MELD
• Adjust for MELD score, age, functional status,….

• Confounding by indication
– Patients who get LDLT may be inherently different
– Constrained by collected data for adjustments
– Unmeasured confounders
• UNOS vs A2ALL data

• Information bias
– UNOS data collected for center reporting
– Clinical variables not well captured
• Frailty vs Karnofsky score

LDLT recipients

Lower risk of
post-transplant
death

Causal inferences in
observational studies
• True association
• Spurious associations
– Chance: Random error

• Real associations but not causal
– Effect-cause
• Needs biologic plausibility
• Heavy exercise associated with MI → people who have
had MIs exercise more

– Confounding
• Third factor is real cause of outcome → predictor
associated with third cause
• Coffee drinking and pancreatic cancer (cigarette
smoking is confounder)

Dealing with confounders:
Analytic phase
• Stratification (compare exposed vs unexposed by
gender)
• Assess for effect modification (interaction)
• Adjustment
– Multivariable techniques
– Use all information simultaneously
– Complexity in analysis and interpretation

• Propensity scores
– Account for confounding by indication (i.e., patients
who are less frail are more likely to get LDLT)
Predicts receipt of treatment
– Match patients based on probability of getting
treatment (quasi-experimental)

Statistical modeling in cohort studies
• Why do modeling
– Adjust for confounders
– Evaluate for interaction

• Shouldn’t be necessary in correctly performed RCT
– Should have balance of known and unknown confounders

• Binary outcome
–
–
–
–

Don’t care about time
30-day mortality for alcoholic hepatitis
1-year risk of ESRD post-transplant
Logistic regression

• Time to event
– Time matters
– Post-transplant survival
• Death at 30 days and death at 4 years different

Logistic vs Cox regression
• Retrospective cohort study of 200 OLT recipients
– Exposure: HCV vs EtOH
– Outcome: 5-year post-transplant survival

• Overall outcomes
– 100 with HCV: 50 died at 5 years, 50 alive at 5 years
– 100 with EtOH: 50 died at 1 month, 50 alive at 5 years

• Impact of outcomes
– Binary: 50/100 (50%) patients die in each group
– Logistic regression: OR for HCV: 1.00 (0.57-1.74)
– Time-to-event: HR for HCV: 0.66 (0.45-0.98)

What is the study design?

• Is the description
of this study
correct?
• What type of study
is this?
• Do you agree with
their conclusions?

What is the study design?
• Is the description of this study correct?
• What type of study is this?

Conclusion
• Cohort studies very powerful tool
• Comparisons are made based on exposure,
evaluating for outcome
• Can be prospective or retrospective
• Important to always spell out what you are
trying to evaluate
– If exposure is associated with a specific outcome,
OR
– If outcome is associated with a specific exposure

